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In a previous work [Andrade et al., Phys. Rep. 647, 1 (2016)], it was shown that the exact Green’s function
(GF) for an arbitrarily large (although finite) quantum graph is given as a sum over scattering paths, where local
quantum effects are taken into account through the reflection and transmission scattering amplitudes. To deal
with general graphs, two simplifying procedures were developed: regrouping of paths into families of paths and
the separation of a large graph into subgraphs. However, for less symmetrical graphs with complicated topologies
as, for instance, random graphs, it can become cumbersome to choose the subgraphs and the families of paths.
In this work, an even more general procedure to construct the energy domain GF for a quantum graph based on
its adjacency matrix is presented. This new construction allows us to obtain the secular determinant, unraveling
a unitary equivalence between the scattering Schrödinger approach and the Green’s function approach. It also
enables us to write a trace formula based on the Green’s function approach. The present construction has the
advantage that it can be applied directly for any graph, going from regular to random topologies.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.98.062107
The past decade witnessed a notable interest in the inter-
play between quantum mechanics and graphs. The area is
very rich because its objectives go from tests in spin chains
as nanodevices to the explanation of natural phenomena as
energy transfer in biological systems. General methods to deal
with graphs are always very welcome because the myriad
of different topologies make it difficult to develop a unique
method that holds for all graphs. In the context of quantum
graphs [1–6], a Green’s function (GF) approach was first
proposed in [7] and explored in depth in [8]. In the latter, to
handle general quantum graphs of different topologies, two
simplification procedures were developed: (i) the regrouping
of infinite many scattering paths into finite families of paths
(FP) and (ii) the division of the graph into subgraphs, then
solving each subgraph individually by calculating effective
scattering amplitudes, and then connecting all the pieces
altogether. As described in [8], the GF construction based on
these two procedures is very general and useful. However,
for large graphs, less symmetrical graphs, graphs that change
the connections by some mechanism, or random graphs, it
may become really difficult to choose the subgraphs and
to define the FP. Furthermore, although the final result is
totally independent of the choices of the FP, this choice is not
unique, preventing, for instance, the development of a general
algorithm for the GF construction.
In this paper, we aim to give an even more general and
powerful method for the GF construction for quantum graphs.
We shall show that the GF approach (GFA) presented here
provides an alternative derivation for the secular determinant,
unraveling a unitary equivalence between the GFA and the
scattering Schrödinger approach (SSA) [9–11]. Moreover,
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it also provides another way to derive a trace formula for
quantum graphs [3–5,12,13].
A graph X(V,E) is defined as a pair consisting of a set
of vertices V (X) = {1, . . . , n} and a set of edges E(X) =
{e1, . . . , el}, where each edge is a pair of vertices [14]. The
graph topology is described in terms of the adjacency matrix
A(X) of dimension n × n, where the ij th element Aij (X)
is 1 if {i, j} ∈ E(X) and zero otherwise. Two vertices are
neighbors whether they are connected by an edge. The set
Ei = {j : {i, j} ∈ E(X)} is the neighborhood of the vertex
i ∈ V (X). We denote by Eki = Ei \ {k} the set of neighbors
of the vertex i, but with the vertex k excluded. The degree
of i is di = |Ei | =
∑n
j=1 Aij (X). These definitions refer to
discrete graphs. To discuss quantum graphs, it is necessary to
equip the graphs with a metric. A metric graph (V,E) is
a graph in which is assigned a positive length es ∈ (0,+∞)
to each edge, thus defining the set  = {e1 , . . . , el }. When a
single ended edge es is taken as semi-infinite (es = +∞), it
is called a “lead.” A quantum graph is a metric graph in which
it is possible to define a Schrödinger operator along with ap-
propriated boundary conditions (BCs) at the vertices or, more
formally, a triple {(V,E),H,bc} with H a differential op-
erator and bc a set of BCs. For the free Schrödinger operator
H = −(h¯2/2m)d2/dx2 it leads us to the eigenvalue equation
−ψ ′′{i,j}(x) = k2ψ{i,j}(x), (1)
where k =
√
2mE/h¯2, m is the mass, E is the energy, and
ψ{i,j} is the wave function on the edge {i, j}. Hereafter we
consider just simple connected graphs.
An important ingredient in the GFA for quantum graphs
is the individual scattering amplitudes defined at each one
of the graph vertices, in such a way that we can define a
scattering matrix σ j for each vertex j of the graph. The
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FIG. 1. Locally, any graph looks like a star graph.
scattering amplitudes are entirely determined by the BCs
defined at each vertex and the most general ones, which
are consistent with quantum flux conservation and fulfill the
required condition of self-adjointness, were discussed in [15].
Without loss of generality, in an arbitrary graph locally we
can always treat a vertex j with its edges as a star graph.
A star graph on n vertices, Sn, is a graph where one central
vertex has degree n − 1 and all others vertices have degree
1. Consider thus a star graph as the one depicted in Fig. 1
and let (j ) = (ψ{j,1}(j ), . . . , ψ{j,n}(j ))T . The most general
BCs that are consistent with the self-adjoint condition [8] are
totally defined by two dj × dj matrices Aj and Bj such that
[15]
Aj(j ) + Bj ′(j ) = 0, (2)
the matrix AB∗ is self-adjoint, and the dj × 2dj matrix
(Aj ,Bj ) has the maximal rank dj . The scattering amplitudes
associated with the BC (2), can be determined by considering
a plane wave on the edge {i, j} incident on the vertex j
with degree dj . Thus the scattering solutions that satisfy the
eigenvalue equation (1) are given by
ψ{i,j}(x) = e−ikx + σ [{j,i},{i,j}]j (k)eikx,
ψ{j,l}(x) = σ [{j,l},{i,j}]j (k)eikx. (3)
The quantities σ [{j,i},{i,j}]j (k) = r [{j,i},{i,j}]j (k) and
σ
[{j,p},{i,j}]
j (k) = t [{j,p},{i,j}]j (k) are the reflection and
transmission amplitudes at the vertex j , respectively. By
applying the BC (2), we have
σ j (k) = −(Aj + ikBj )−1(Aj − ikBj ). (4)
So, we can observe that the σ j generally depends on k
in a nontrivial manner. However, there are certain BCs that
are independent of k, as, for instance, the case of Dirichlet,
Neumann, and Kirchoff BCs [12]. Thus we can see that for
quantum graphs it is totally equivalent to set either the BC
or to specify the scattering matrix at the vertex j [15]. As said
above, the σ j (k) must satisfy the requirement of quantum flux
conservation, so it demands that the σ j (k) must be unitary,
σ j (k)σ †j (k) = 1, and σ j (k) = σ †j (−k), leading to
σ
[{j,l},{i,j}]
j (k) =
[
σ
[{i,j},{j,l}]
j (−k)
]∗
,∑
i∈Ej
σ
[{j,l},{i,j}]
j (k)
[
σ
[{j,m},{i,j}]
j (k)
]∗ = δlm,
∑
i∈Ej
σ
[{i,j},{j,l}]
j (k)
[
σ
[{i,j},{j,m}]
j (k)
]∗ = δlm, (5)
ei
ef
1
n
FIG. 2. Graph with two leads added turning it into an open graph.
which are natural generalizations of the usual relations for the
scattering amplitudes in 1D scattering problems [16].
Consider a quantum graph {(V,E),H,bc} with the ad-
jacency matrix A(). Then, add two leads ei and ef to the
vertices 1 and n, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2, turning it
into an open quantum graph, suitable for studying scattering
problems. The exact scattering GF for a particle of fixed
energy E = h¯2k2/2m, with initial position xi in the lead ei
and final position xf in the lead ef , is given by a sum over
all the scattering paths (SP) connecting the points xi and xf ,
where each path is weighted by the product of the scattering
amplitudes gained along the path. These scattering amplitudes
are determined through the BCs defined at the vertices. Thus
the exact scattering GF is written as [13,17] (see also Ref. [8])
G(xf , xi ; k) = m
ih¯2k
∑
SP
WSPe
[ i
h¯
SSP (xf ,xi ;k)], (6)
where, for each SP, SSP = kLSP is the classical-like action,
with LSP the total path length. The term WSP is the SP quan-
tum amplitude, constructed from the product of all quantum
amplitudes σj acquired along the SP.
Our first goal is to rewrite the GF in a way that it is
dependent on of the underlying graph. This will be achieved
by using the adjacency matrix of the graph and the following
rules: (i) for every vertex j of the graph we define a scattering
matrix σ j (k) associated with the BC used at the vertex j , (ii)
the free propagation along the edge between two vertices i and
j contributes with the term zij = zji = eikij , where ij is the
length of the edge, and (iii) in each edge between the vertices
i and j we define two FP, one going from i to j and another
in the reverse direction. They are given by
pij =
∑
l∈Enj
zij σ
[{j,l},{i,j}]
j Ajlpjl + δjnzinσ [ef ,{i,n}]n , (7)
and the family pji is given by the same expression above, but
with the swapping of indices i and j . Then, in each vertex i
we associated one pij for every j ∈ Ei . The last term in (7) is
the transmission amplitude at the vertex n from the edge {i, n}
to the lead ef . So, using the above rules, the exact scattering
GF for a quantum graph with adjacency matrix A() can be
written as
G = m
ih¯2k
Te
ik(xi+xf ), (8)
where T =
∑
j∈Ei σ
[{i,j},ei ]
i Aijpij . Thus we observe that, by
employing the adjacency matrix of the graph, we were able
to replace an infinite sum over SP by a finite sum over FP
in a unique way (except for the possible permutations of the
adjacency matrix of the graph). The number of FP is always
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finite. For instance, in the fully connected simple graph on n
vertices, Kn, the number of different FP is twice the number
of edges, 2
(
n
2
)
. We can use the Schur-Hadamard product [18]
to know which FP need to be considered in a specific graph,
P = P ◦ A(), where P = (pij ) is an n × n matrix. The
main diagonal elements of P are zero because no vertex
is connected to itself in simple graphs. The FP altogether
form a system of equations whose solution provides the exact
energy-dependent GF. Once having obtained the exact GF, we
have all the possible information from a quantum system [19].
For instance, we can calculate the transmission probability
for transverse the graph as a function of the energy of the
incident particle, which can be used, for example, to study
the presence of resonances [20]. Indeed, |T|2 represents the
global transmission probability from the lead ei to the lead ef
and it is constructed from the individual quantum amplitudes.
This kind of construction was already explored, although
using a different approach, in [21,22]. Bound-state energies
can be obtained from the poles of the GF and the associated
wave functions from the respective residues [8].
The construction presented so far is for general quantum
graphs. Given the fact that star graphs can be employed as
building blocks for larger graphs [10], let us focus on the
problem of a quantum star graph, Sn. Additionally, in order to
simplify the notation, here and henceforth, we drop the edge
labels from the scattering amplitudes and just use r (t) for
the reflection (transmission). To prove the unitary equivalence
between the SSA and the GFA for quantum graphs, we
start with the SSA by writing the general solutions for the
eigenvalue equation (1) on the edges of the Sn:
ψ{1,i}(x) = a1ieikx + b1iz1ie−ikx, (9)
∀i ∈ E1, where a1i and b1i are (k dependent) complex ampli-
tudes (we label the central vertex as 1). By applying the BC
(2) on the vertices of the quantum star graph, we find
USSn (k)aSn = aSn , (10)
where aSn = (a12, b12, . . . , a1n, b1n)T , and the 2(n − 1) ×
2(n − 1) matrix USSn (k) can be written as a product of two
matrices,
USSn (k) = SSn (k)DSn (k), (11)
with DSn (k) = diag(z12, z12, z13, z13, . . . , z1n, z1n) and
SSn (k) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 r2 0 0 . . . 0 0
r1 0 t1 0 . . . t1 0
0 0 0 r3 . . . 0 0
t1 0 r1 0 . . . t1 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 0 0 . . . 0 rn
t1 0 t1 0 . . . r1 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (12)
The scattering amplitudes ri , for i ∈ E1, are given by (4) with
di = 1, while r1 and t1 are given by (4) with d1 = n − 1. The
edge propagation matrix DSn (k) has the metric information
of the quantum star graph and the scattering matrix SSn (k)
has the information of the scattering process at the vertices.
From the relations for the scattering amplitudes in (5), it
follows that SSn (k) is unitary, and the unitarity of DSn (k) is
direct. Thus USSn (k) is also unitary and it is referred to as
ei
ef1
23
4
5
6 7
n
FIG. 3. Star graph on n vertices with two leads added turning it
into an open star graph.
the quantum evolution map [23]. The action of this map is
a composition of a propagation along the edges followed by
a scattering process at the vertices. The system (10) has a
nontrivial solution for the wave number k > 0, when
ζ SSn (k) := det
[
1 − USSn (k)
] = 0, (13)
which is the secular determinant and whose zeros define the
quantum star graph spectra.
Now, consider the quantum star graph when we attach a
lead ei to the vertex 1 and a lead ef to the vertex n [24] as
depicted in Fig. 3. Thus the scattering GF is
GSn =
m
ih¯2k
TSne
ik(xi+xf ), (14)
with TSn =
∑
j∈E1 t1p1j , where the families
p1j = z1j (r1pj1 + δjntn),
pj1 = z1j
⎛
⎝r1p1j +∑
i∈E11
t1p1i
⎞
⎠, (15)
form a system of 2(n − 1) equations. To compare with the
SSA, we need to consider bound states. This is accomplished
by excluding the transmission at the vertex n to the lead ef . In
this case, we can write (15) as
UGSn (k)pSn = pSn , (16)
where pSn = (p12, p21, . . . , p1n, pn1)T and (16) has a nontriv-
ial solution for k > 0 if
ζGSn (k) := det
[
1 − UGSn (k)
] = 0. (17)
Surprisingly, UGSn (k) can also be factored as a product of
SSn (k) and DSn (k), but in opposite order,
UGSn (k) = DSn (k)SSn (k). (18)
Thus it is also unitary. In fact, UGSn (k) is the quantum evolution
map, but now obtained from the GFA. The action of UGSn (k)
is a composition of a scattering at the vertices followed by a
propagation along the edges. We have the following result for
the eigenvalues of USSn (k) and UGSn (k).
Theorem 1: All the eigenvalues of the quantum evolu-
tion maps USSn (k) and UGSn (k) are identical including the
degeneracy.
Proof. Let aλSn be an eigenvector of the map USSn (k)
with a nonzero eigenvalue λ, USSn (k)aλSn = λaλSn . Given that
USSn (k) is a unitary map, all its eigenvalues are nonzero
and have modulus 1. Multiplying DSn (k) on the left, we
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have UGSn (k)[DSn (k)aλSn] = λ[DSn (k)aλSn ]. DSn (k) being uni-
tary, DSn (k)aλSn is a nonzero eigenvector of UGSn (k) with eigen-
value λ. To complete our proof, we just reverse our reasoning
for UGSn (k). The identical degeneracy of USSn (k) and UGSn (k) is
due to the fact that the unitary operators SSn (k) and DSn (k)
preserve the orthogonality of the eigenvectors with the same
eigenvalue.
We then conclude that the secular determinants (13) and
(17) are equal, thus providing the same spectra. The result
above brings us to the following interesting and useful result.
Corollary 1.1: The eigenvector aλSn with eigenvalue λ,
which are associated with the wave function amplitudes,
Eq. (9), can be obtained from the eigenvector pλSn by aSn =
SSn (k)pλSn , up to an arbitrary phase factor.
So, the wave functions for the quantum star graph can be
obtained from the GFA directly from pλSn , without the need to
resort to the calculation of the residues of the GF [8]. We can
now state our main result about the connection between the
maps USSn (k) and UGSn (k).
Claim 1: The quantum evolution maps USSn (k) and UGSn (k)
are unitarily similar.
Given the properties of these maps, there are strong reasons
to believe that this claim works for every n. Although a
proof for a general n is not known, we checked this for
n = 2, 3, 4, 5 by using Specht’s theorem [25]. This theorem
provides a necessary and sufficient condition to prove that
two matrices are unitarily similar. A word w(s, t ) is any
finite formal product of nonnegative powers of s and t ,
w(s, t ) = sm1 tn1sm2sn2 . . . smk snk , with m1, n1, . . . , mk, nk 
0. The length of the word w(s, t ) is the nonnegative integer
given by the sum of all exponents in the word,
∑k
i=1(mi + ni ).
Theorem 2 (Specht’s theorem [25,26]): Two n × n complex
matrices A and B are unitarily similar if and only if
trw(A,A∗) = trw(B,B∗), (19)
for every word w(s, t ) in two noncommuting variables whose
length is at most [27]
n
√
2n2
n − 1 +
1
4
+ n
2
− 2. (20)
Given the fact that the GF is obtained from the solution of
the system of equations in (15), its final form has an important
contribution from the secular determinant. In fact, the GF for
a quantum star graph on n vertices is seen to be
GSn =
m
ih¯2k
1
gSn
∏
i∈E1
(g1i + ri t1z21i )t1tnz1neik(xi+xf ), (21)
where g1i = 1 − r1riz21i and gSn is the secular determinant in
(17). So, the eigenvalues are the poles of the GF and these
poles are just the zeros of the secular determinant. Thus the
secular determinant for a quantum star graph on n vertices,
with general boundary conditions, is obtained directly from
Eq. (16). Moreover, the poles have contribution from the
classical periodic orbits of the graph. We can exemplify
this with the quantum star graph S3, for which gS3 = (1 −
r1r2z
2
12)(1 − r1r3z213) − r2r3t21 z212z213, and it is possible to see
12 3 12 3
FIG. 4. Periodic orbits for the quantum star graph S3.
the contribution of three periodic orbits: one confined in the
edge {1, 2}, another one confined in the edge {1, 3}, and the
last one that covers the entire graph (see Fig. 4).
Finally, we can write a trace formula from the GFA by con-
sidering the secular determinant (17). The spectral counting
function N (k) is given by [4,5]
N (k) = ¯N (k) + 1
π
Im
∞∑
ν=1
1
ν
tr
[
UGSn (k)
]ν
, (22)
where ¯N (k) corresponds to the smooth part of the counting
function and the second term is the oscillatory part. Since
the main diagonal of UGSn (k) is zero, tr[UGSn (k)]
2ν+1 = 0 and
tr[UGSn (k)]
2ν = 2∑p∈Pν Wpeikp , where Wp is the product of
quantum amplitudes along the periodic orbit, p is the length
of the periodic orbit, and Pν is the set of periodic orbits
of the graph. For the Neumann BC, ¯N = kL/2π + 1/2 [5],
where L = 2∑E ij , and we can write the density of states
d(k) = dN (k)/dk as
d(k) = L
2π
+ Imp
π
∞∑
ν=1
1
ν
∑
p∈Pν
Wpe
ikp . (23)
In summary, we have introduced a general and powerful
approach for the construction of the GF for quantum graphs
based on the adjacency matrices of the graphs. This provides
another way to obtain the secular determinant, unraveling
a unitary equivalence between the SSA and GFA. An ad-
vantage of the GFA is that the system that leads to the
secular determinant is obtained in a very direct manner and
for general energy-dependent scattering amplitudes (general
BCs). It also provides us a connection between the poles of the
GF and the secular determinant, and enables us to write a trace
formula for quantum graphs from the GFA. Moreover, our
approach can be used to study quantum walks in graphs with
complicated topologies. This subject was studied by one of us
in simple topologies in Ref. [28]. Furthermore, for dressed
quantum graphs [29,30], i.e., when there are potentials uij
along the edges, our method can provide very good analytical
approximations for the Green’s function [31,32] and exact
Green’s function for piecewise constant potentials [33], thus
showing the versatility and generality of the approach devel-
oped in this work. These and related issues will be reported in
future works [34].
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